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Save Salla /
House of Lapland

Lapland launches humorous bid to host the 2032 Summer Olympics to raise global warming awareness and
promote tourism in the region

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUCK8d7ysqU

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGaf8bM1sDg

EDITOR’S PICKS 15 MARCH 2021

To raise awareness of the perils of climate change, House of Lapland – the official tourism board for Finland’s northernmost
region – has entered a bid to host the 2032 Summer Olympic games in the remote town of Salla.

Advertised as the coldest place in Finland with temperatures in winter regularly dropping to -20ºC, Salla is feeling the effects of
climate change from rising carbon levels which have reduced snowfall and raised temperatures in the region.

To bring attention to this issue, House of Lapland and its agency Africa, São Paulo partnered with activist Greta Thunberg’s
climate organisation Fridays for Future, to create an amusing video of the town’s residents getting ready to take part in the 2032
Summer Olympic Games.

Meanwhile, the campaign’s website shows how climate change will affect winter sports such as ice hockey, figure skating and
bobsleigh, transforming them into the likes of beach volleyball, swimming and skateboarding.

Although the #SaveSalla campaign isn’t a genuine bid to host the Summer Olympic games, the brand followed all of the
required application steps of a real submission. This included creating a logo, team uniforms, a bid book, a swag store and a
mascot.

The town’s mascot is a reindeer called Kesa whose species is being affected by rising temperatures owing to the increasing
numbers of mosquitos and other harmful pests.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUCK8d7ysqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGaf8bM1sDg
https://www.savesalla.com/
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The campaign website also features information about what companies and individuals can do to help curb the effects of climate
change. For consumers, the site recommends weatherproofing your home, switching to renewable energy and cutting down on
unessential travel and meat products. For brands, #SaveSalla offers a link to Project Drawdown, a resource for how businesses
can tackle climate change, providing actionable solutions to reduce carbon levels by industry sector.

Results / According to the case study film, the Save Salla campaign generated 7.5 billion media impressions and resulted in
$157 million in earned media. The brand also claims that for three weeks, Salla was the most mentioned city on Twitter and the
campaign assisted in a 879% increase in conversation about global warming on social media.

Update 25/05/21: For more on the story behind this campaign, including how House of Lapland got media coverage for its fake
bid and raised awareness of climate change read our interview with House of Lapland’s marketing manager and the team from
agency Africa, São Paolo.  

Contagious Insight /

Attainable goals / Climate change is perhaps the biggest issue facing mankind today. According to the environmental
monitoring resource The World Counts – which hosts a live counter of climate change metrics – human activity has already
emitted over 8.6 billion tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere and has melted 149.5 billion tonnes of ice as of 15 March,
2021. Despite these worrying numbers, the climate crisis can often feel like a distant and unsolvable problem for many
people. House of Lapland’s campaign makes the issue more relatable by showing real people in a town facing some of the
most extreme consequences. Equally, the information provided on the Save Salla website provides actionable and
attainable goals for both people and businesses. You can read more about how brands are helping consumers to make
greener choices in our Cancelling Carbon trend here.

That extra mile / As the primary objective of the #SaveSalla campaign is to generate awareness, House of Lapland
needed to ensure that it grabbed headlines. The story of a freezing cold town bidding for the 2032 Summer Olympic
games is cute, but if only activated at a surface level probably wouldn’t warrant that much attention. By meeting all the bid
requirements, the initiative has the extra colour required to drive attention.

In 2017, Contagious covered LADbible’s Trash Isles campaign, an initiative that took home the Grand Prix in the Design
and PR categories at the Cannes Lions Festival of Creativity that year. The campaign sought to get the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch recognised by the UN as an official country, which also had its own distinct requirements such as forming a
government, defining a clear territory and establishing a permanent population. Another commonality between #SaveSalla
and Trash Isles is the effective use of humour to subvert category norms, both opting for a light-hearted approach to raise
awareness about a serious subject. This subversion helps cut through the clutter of the sombre sustainability initiatives
typically created by brands to tackle these issues. You can read more about the Trash Isles campaign in our Insight &
Strategy here.

Asking heretical questions / Asking heretical questions is the third step featured in The Contagious Commandments,
the book written by our co-founder Paul Kemp-Robertson and lead North American strategist Chris Barth. In essence, by
asking dissident questions your brand can step out of category conventions and arrive at richer creative ideas. Save Salla
and its proposition to advertise Finland’s coldest town as a summer destination is a great example of this. Only by asking
counter-intuitive questions – like why can’t a remote, wintry town host the Summer Olympic games? – could House of
Lapland arrive at this witty awareness-raising campaign. 
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